Preoday success:

Nationale
Opera en Ballet
in Amsterdam
With more than 1,500 people packing into
the best-selling performances at Nationale
Opera en Ballet in Amsterdam, the rush to buy
drinks and snacks could be sizeable. But it
wasn’t something that went unrecognised or
unchecked by the hospitality team.
They had long since offered the option
for pre-ordering drinks from bar staff
before the show began.
Still, queue sizes remained longer than
wished for. It realised it needed a fresh
way to work towards its ideal of the
perfect customer experience, enhanced
by simple convenience.
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The solution
After seeing that the Royal Opera
House in the UK used Preoday, it
realised that the company met its
requirements perfectly. Further
investigation showed no other
products able to match the theatre’s
particular requirements.
Alongside the release of the new preordering platform, the concert hall
utilised a strong marketing campaign,
giving the service prominence on its
website and sending targeted preevent emails to prompt customers to
place orders.

The result
Since launch, the Nationale Opera
en Ballet service has proved a hit
with audiences; 70 percent of those
that have set up an account on the
online ordering portal have gone on
to place an order. It has also observed
that when customers order-ahead,
their basket size is larger than on-site
orders. It believes this is because of
the ease with which purchases can
be made.

We have big ambitions for the
National Opera and Ballet’s
digital presence; we see it
as the answer to customers
enjoying the seamless
audience experience we
want them to have. While
our immediate goal has been
to reduce queue sizes, our
bigger, long term objective
is to optimise customer
satisfaction.
“There’s a huge business
opportunity in pre-ordering,
especially for concert halls.
We strongly advise other
venues like ours to consider
the potential of order-ahead
technology; the internet
makes people less guarded
and that makes it easier for
them to make choices and
purchases online.”
Bas Schotsman,

Manager of Hospitality, Nationale
Opera en Ballet

